Mechanism of extreme ultraviolet photoresist development with a supercritical CO2 compatible salt.
The mechanism of developing an extreme ultraviolet (EUV) commercial photoresist with supercritical carbon dioxide (scCO2) and a CO2 compatible salt (CCS) solution was studied. The cloud point of CCS in CO2 and the pressure at which the photoresist dissolves in CCS/scCO2 were determined for temperatures between 35 and 50 degrees C. For this temperature range, it was found that the CCS cloud point ranges between 11.2 and 16.1 MPa, while the photoresist dissolution point ranges from 15.5 to 21.3 MPa. The kinetics of the CCS/scCO2 development was modeled using a simplified rate equation, where the rate-limiting steps were photoresist dissolution and mass transfer. The effects of temperature, mass transfer, pressure, and CCS concentration on photoresist removal rate were further explored experimentally using a high-pressure quartz crystal microbalance (QCM). Increasing temperature (35-50 degrees C) at a constant fluid density of 0.896 g/mL was found to increase the removal rate following an Arrhenius behavior with a photoresist dissolution energy of activation, Ea, equal to 79.0 kJ/mol. The removal was zero order in CCS concentration, signifying photoresist phase transfer, photoresist mass transfer, or both were rate limiting. Mass transfer studies showed that circulation enhanced the photoresist removal rate, but that the mass transfer coefficient was independent of temperature from 35 degrees C to 50 degrees C. In pressure studies, increasing pressure (27.6-34.5 MPa) at a constant temperature of 40 degrees C increased the removal rate by enhancing the fluid density, but at 50 degrees C increasing pressure had little effect on the removal rate. When the total CCS concentration was in large global excess over the number of Bronsted acid groups in the polymer (2400:1 at 5 mM CCS concentration), the mass of photoresist removed varied linearly with time. At lower CCS concentrations but still in global excess of the number of Bronsted acid groups, the photoresist removal slowed (0.5 mm CCS, approximately 240:1) or was prevented (0.03 Mm CCS, approximately 15:1) due to partitioning of the CCS between the CO(2)-rich phase and the film. The CCS partitioning into the resist was found to decrease with increasing temperature, revealing an enthalpy-driven CCS absorption.